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Governor
reels after
election
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Arnold Schwarzenegger’s
rise to governor of the nation’s
most populous state two years
ago made him so popular that
some Republicans even hinted at a constitutional amendment that would allow him to
run for president.
On Wednesday, a remarkable reversal of fortune left
the former action hero fighting for his political life in a
Democratic-leaning state and
struggling to regain his footing
before a 2006 re-election bid.
Voters a day earlier rejected all four of the government
reform initiatives he had
placed on a special election
ballot, a resounding defeat
for a governor who cast the
election as a continuation of
the 20(13 recall election that
swept him into office.
"It doesn’t mean that
Schwarzenegger’s
Arnold
political career is over." said
Darry Sragow, a Democratic
consultant who worked with
Schwarzenegger last year.
"But he had a mandate to reform state government, and
he no longer has that mandate. It’s tragic."
Schwarzenegger stayed out
of sight Wednesday as voters
and analysts chewed over the
election results. His first public appearance after the election debacle will be a meeting
Thursday with Democratic
and Republican legislative
leaders in Sacramento, the
first step in an effort to rehabilitate his former image as a
bipartisan governor.
"There is much work to be
done," Schwarzenegger told
supporters Tuesday night.
vowing to collaborate with
lawmakers in the months
ahead. "We’ve got to rebuild
our infrastructure. We need
more schools. We need more
firefighters. more teachers
... Californians are sick and
tired of all the fighting and
all those negative TV ads."
see ELECTION, page 4

Julia Keiser, a San Jose State University alumna and member of the SJSU Ballroom Dance Club,
observes the Ninth Annual Ballroom Classic, held in the Barrett Ballroom of the Student Union on
Saturday.

Dance the night away ...
PHOTOGRAPHS BY DANIEL SATO / DAILY STAFF

Nils Sedan, left, and Laura Pulliam, from San Diego State University, dance during the San Jose State University Ninth Annual
Ballroom Classic held in the Barrett Ballroom of the Student Union on Saturday.

Vendors turn SJSU into
a jewelry marketplace
Some sellers make their own products
Some of the table vendors
that are stationed in and around
the San Jose State University
Student Union building sell their
products as a hobby. while others
try to make a living off of their
wares.
Kathleen Coad, who has been
selling jewelry and small gift
items at a table in the Student
Union building for the past seven years, said selling jewelry is
more of a recreational activity
than a major source of income
for her.
"For 13 years, I managed the
computer system at EhrlichRominger Architects," C’oad said.
"My job was very demanding so
we (she and her husband) thought
I should go off and do something
fun. This is a fun career -- retail is
notoriously low -paying."

Carmen Lindsay I ii purchased
a butterfly ring Imin
Wednesday. She said that although
she iii ten brim sc. .11 ieyyelry Vendor, tables on
this "as
the last time she bought anything.
it’s something I,),. somewhere
I go in between classes.- I .ao said.
m into jewelry. so I like to go to
thus,,’."
Coal said she acquires her
products from "all Mel’ the N% Odd, keeping in mind the Y. anon. joy dry styles and si/es that her clients
from SJSU and other South Bay
colleges request.
-It’s just a matter of listening to
customers." Coad said. "That’s the
best way to find out what they want
to buy."
Graduate
student
Erin
Hughes. who is earning a master’s degree in social work, said
see VENDORS, page 4

Board
revises
fund
policy
A.S. delays vote
on larger change
BY LYDIA SARRAILLE
itut

Dad,. 3tali

The San Jose State Uniersity
Associated Students Board of
I lie, hits ioted Wednesday to
imike several changes to the student oigainiation l’unding process
and criteria
The ti(siid decided that student
organizai imis isou Id be able to
apply tor the funding of graduation apparel and the cost of attending leadership conferences
and other events outside the Bay
Area.
The hoard also postponed voting on another motion that would
allow student organizations to petition A.S. for funds more than once
a semester.
All of the changes were initiated by the A.S. finance committee, headed by- A.S. controller Alex
Ramos.
Ramos presented the recommendation of the finance L uminittee lii ammo c the changes
and told the board that he was
moved to amend the funding
process and criteria by the results of a stirs ey taken at the
Student Organization Leadership
Conference on Oct. g.
Ramos said that based on the
results of the survey. which asked
questions such as what student organization thought they should be
funded for that they currently were
not, the funding process should
re% tied.
"The results ot the sursey show
see FUNDING, page 4

South Campus plans up in the air
City, university exploring long-term ideas for area around stadium
BY SOPHIA SEREMETIS
).111Y

BY CHRISTINA YOUNG
Daily Staff Writer

Katie Visco, of the UCSB Cotillion
Dance Club, goes through
her routine with partner Ryan
Yoshinaga during the Ninth Annual
Ballroom Classic held in the Barrett
Ballroom of the Student Union on
Saturday.
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Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Enunanuel Lopez contributed to
this report.
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Should the USA Patriot Act be renewed at
the end of the year?

National security requires giving up a
certain amount of privacy.

YES

NOVEMBER 10, 2005

NO

The Patriot Act has been used for
reasons other than its stated purpose.

The USA Patriot Act should not be renewed at the end of the year. It
was enacted in 2001 after the Sept. II terrorist attacks for the purpose
of uniting and strengthening America by providing appropriate tools required to intercept and obstruct terrorism.
With the act in place, the authority of U.S. law enforcement was enhanced so it could tight terrorism in the United States and abroad.
Sure, fighting terrorism sounds like a good thing, but there has been
misconduct with regards to how the act has been used.
Some cities are using the act as a way to protect themselves against
lawsuits.
The city of Summit, N.J., is using the act to defend its action of removing homeless people from its train station. A homeless man filed a
federal lawsuit against the city. However, the city claims that the lawsuit
should be thrown out because homeless people staying in the train station violates the section of the Patriot Act that regards "attacks and other
s iolence against mass transportation system."
I see no connection with terrorism and the homeless wanting a place
to hang out.
There is also the case of Steven Kurtz., who
is an associate art professor at the University
at Buffalo.
When Kurtz’s wife died of cardiac arrest,
he called the police. When they arrived, they
found benign bacterial and biological equipment, with %% Inch Kurtz was working for an upcoming art project. The police called the FBI.
The FBI arrived at his place the next day
PATRICIA !BARRA
and blocked off his street. He was held for 22
hours without any charges filed against him. It
was determined that there was nothing in his home that posed a health or
safety risk. However. the Justice Department wanted to charge him under
section 175 of the U.S. Biological Weapons Anti -Terrorism Act, which
was expanded by the Patriot Act.
All he did was call for help when his wife died.
Then there is Section 215 of the act, which gives the government authorization to obtain a court order that requires the production of certain
records. Yet. for some reason, they can also gain access to lit,’ i ci hookstore records under Section 215.
Host are business records equivalent to library and bookstore records?
Looking into library or bookstore records is a violation of privacy.
Don’t we have the right to read what we like without the government’s
intrusion?
Suppose someone is trying to build something from scratch and they
.ire using "how to" books on electrical wiring and carpentry. Will this
hong up a red flag for the FBI and make the bureau look into the individual’s history?
Possibly, and if things go the way they did for professor Kurtz, this
individual may have something to worry about.
The Patriot Act should not be renewed since it has already created a
mess in regards to the way it is enforced.

The USA Patriot Act, an acronym for Uniting and Strengthening
America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and
Obstruct Terrorism, is a vital part on the war on terrorism. We need
to be able to conduct both long-term and short-term surveillance on
suspected terrorists without the possibility of being double-crossed by
covert agents or overly lenient foreign policy, such as open borders.
The Patriot Act, if renewed, will allow the government to monitor
those suspected of terrorism and / or plotting to commit terrorist act,.
and it will prevent another incident like that on Sept.11. 2001 from
ever happening. If the Patriot Act is renewed, your security will be renewed.
The Patriot Act allows for the government agencies to share criminal
investigative information, tap phones, monitor computer use and get
search warrants for electronic evidence. While it may seem like an invasion of pris a, s. think of him much worse it would be if your parents
had to pick out y our casket or your urn because you died in a public
transit explosion like the one this year in England.
Renewing the Patriot Act will allow us
to keep fighting the war on terrorism, along
with lighting crimes such as child portiog
raphy, identity theft and other white-coll,r1
crimes. Don’t you want to see blights on
humanity locked behind bars for life. where
they can’t hurt anyone?
The Journal of Risk and Uncertainty, a
scholarly magazine, hits the nail on the head
when it states that public fear itself is a cost
and is associated with many other costs in the
ERIN CABALLERO
form of "ripple effects" caused by tear.
Terrorism makes people afraid. and by
keeping the people unafraid and unabashed in their capitalist gluttony. the United States will continue to exist. What the Patriot Act
does is not only allow for the capture of terrorists, but it also calms
the American people into their usual lull of refined carbohydrates and
material goods.
If you think members of the FBI seeing sexually explicit correspondence with your significant other will make you burn with embarrassment. imagine burning to death from jet fuel and office paper. like more
than 2.000 people did when the plane crashed into the Twin Towers. If
you think someone listening in on a phone call is had, imagine not having a working phone at all because a terrorist detonated explosives in
the communications tower in your town.
In the end, being safe and alive may mean giving up a little privacy.
but that’s the reality of the world we live in. My late grandfather. John
P. Dunn. once said something that I’ll never forget: "There’s no snr In
thing as a free lunch." National security is that midday meal that k .11
all have to pay for, but the price of not having anything to eat is tar
greater.

Patricia !Parra is a Spartan Daily staff writer
Erie, (.elleeille’ree is le .S.peirtate 1)elity cenior craffcc
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"Yes. I think if there is
any sign of more acts
to come, it would help
out. "
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John Smith,

"Yes. It should definitely
be renewed. Because, if
you are not doing
anything wrong, there is
nothing to be afraid of."
Lyubov Vasilyeva,

senior,
geography

freshman,
illustration
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OPINION PAGE POUCY I Readers are
vocouraged to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an issue
cir a point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 21,0 to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar,
libel and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
Lice Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209, sent by fax to
(4))10 924-3237, e-mail at spartandaily0ecasa,
sjsusedu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communicat.
, San Jose State
University. One Washington Square, San Jose,
CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or 5,15U.
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MOJO RISIN’

Tuesday’s election puts Democrats on winning side of politics
I have been of voting age since 2001. In the four
years since, I have voted in every election and, much
to my chagrin, have found myself on the losing side
every time.
So it was with no small allti,l1111 of personal satisfaction that I watched California’s voters reject all
eight of the initiatives on Tuesday ’s special election
ballot, sending Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger’s hopes
for a "sequel" to his 2(X)3 victory up in smoke.
I have spent the last day or so contemplating
this no% found notion of being on the winning side.
Natural 1%. this line of thinking led me down a path of
memoi ies. reminding me of the reactions of people
on the %% inning sides of elections in the past. Images
came to me
flashbacks of people from my humanities classes in 2002 and 2003, gloating over the fortunes of the Grand Old Party and the "War President"
and telling me that as a liberal, a member of the opposition party, and because I opposed the invasion
of Iraq, I was anti-American, somehow evil and
shouldn’t be allowed to vote.
So, if you, oh faithful reader, will allow me to
make a quick side note before we get into the heart of

War-crazed citizen,- taking a break from duct-taptoda s iiumn. I would like to take this opportunity
to give a message to all the people (and they know ing plastic sheeting o%er windows to dump French
who they are) who tried to make me feel ashamed wine down storm drains and enjoy some good or
of my social and political views, simply
Freedom Fries and Freedom Toast.
Now, two years later, what happened to
because they did not reflect the popular
all of that’?
majority at the time.
Would you still say the mission in Iraq
What goes up must come down.
was accomplished?
Looking back to those dark days of
2003 before the invasion of Iraq. you can
Now that it has been proven that there
were no weapons of mass destruction in
almost see the high water mark of George
Iraq, do you wonder what those satellite
W. Bush and the Republican agenda.
photos of Colin Powell’s were actually or?
Bush declaring Iraq, Iran and North
Do you think the soldiers in Iraq and
Korea an "Axis of Evil."
Afghanistan see the war in the same sterilColin Powell going before the United
ized way that we are shown on TV’?
Nations and showing satellite photos of
JOE SHREVE
"known" weapons sites in Iraq.
The real issues at hand here are ones that
Tom DeLay and Bill Frist riding high as the major- will reverberate for decades to come. We are watching history being written every day all around us.
ity leaders of the GOP-controlled Congress.
Embedded journalists ensuring we saw only a ster- Thirty years from now, the war in Iraq could very
well be seen in the same way the war in Vietnam was
ilized version of war.
Bush standing proudly in a flight suit on the deck seen as an issue in last !,ear’s election.
When it ,tines to this era of change, participation
of the
SS Abraham Lincoln before a "NU...ion
of the people ni the democratic process is key. One
.Accomplished- banner

of the major problems with this nation is that many
people are apathetic towards the voting and electoral
process and therefore see no reason to vote. Young
people have historically been notorious for this. I
asked several nonvoting young people why they did
not vote. Quite often their answers were along the
lines of "1 don’t follow the issues" or "I don’t see how
it affects me" or "I just don’t care."
The ironic thing is when these people make up the
majority of young voters, very few politicians take
their vote seriously. They just assume that the young
are not going to vote.
If only more young people realized how much
power they could wield politically if they would take
a break from the Xbox or "The 0.C.," pick up a newspaper and go to the polls.

Joe Shreve is a Spartan Daily copy editor. "Mr.
" appears every other Thursdio.
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Sihoo/ 1Art and irhwreii
There se ill be an exhibition of
student art trom 10 ;tin to 4 p.m
in the At I and Industrial Studies
For more int6rmation.
contact the gallery office at

Fellowship n ill hold a meeting
at 8 p.m. in the SJSI Catholic
Campus Minna’ chapel. For
Imre inhumation. t.ontact Kay
IF
PO11111111 it 9
twr Bopriit Srmlent A-1,111,Min
will he a Bible mud!, at
7 p.m. in the Guadalupe room

924-4330.

of the Student Union. For more

TODAY

Career Center
Resume Critique Drop-in will
be held from 1:30 p.m. to 3 pin.
at the Career Center. For more
information, contact Marisa
Staker at 924-6171.
SJSLI Catholic Campus Mmii,,\
The Alpha Omega Student

lain-mat ion, contact Diane Kim at

499-7153.
SeITICt’s
Ihere will be a general process
group from 3:30 p.m. to 5 pitt.
in room 201 of the Administration
building. For more information.
contact Ellen Lin or Rachel

Kitazono at 1)24-7,9 lii
Counseling Sertrr.es
There will be an Asian Ameriedn
and Pacific Islander discussion
series from noon to 1:20 p.m.
in room 269 of the
Administration building. For
more information. contact Ellett
Lin or Lynda Yoshikawa at
924-5910.
SJS/ Women :v Rugby Club
There will be practice from
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. on
10th and Alma streets. For
more information. contact
Melody Ocampo at
(530) 574-0576
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GREAT AMERJCA

FOR

SANTA CLARA. CA
PARAMOUNT THEATRE
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 12.
SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 13. 2005
9 00am Musicians
10.30am Actors. Variety Artists
& Technicians/Costumers
11 30am Singers
1.30pm Dancers. Characters/Escorts
I Theatre Attendants
Please use Perk EMPLOYE( ENTRANCE
et 1401 Agnew Road
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 19
SONDAY. NOVENMER 20. 2005
910am Musicians
10 30am Actors. Variety Artists
Technicians/Costumers
11 301m Singers
1 30pm Dancers. Characters/Iscorts
S. Theatre Attendants
Please use Park MAIM ENTRANCI
oft Crest America Parkway

augema NOTTINE Al
MORE INFORMATION AND DMECTIONS PLEASE CALL
408.986.594108 VIM OUR INUIT’ Al www.001BIAMM.c0m
amd dl 2005 Paramount Parks Inc 00 and C 2005 Paramount Picture,
Cr 1005 VIACOM International Inc MI rights reserved Equal opportunity employer

LETTER

TO THE EDITOR

Spotting the Smith -Carlos monument tor the first
time (it is nice. I hope it has permanence 1. I thought
back to the caper Tim Fitzgerald (tot) best partner in
crime) and I attempted in the early ’90s.
Our goal was to bring both Tommie and John to
campus in recognition of their Promethean deeds.
We got Tommie, but John was unavailable.
Everything was good to go. Then A.S. bailed the day
before, refusing to front Tommie the travel pay from
I k. We were close.
ears later, another group got Tommie. They holed
him up in a minor MOM in the Union very little at__

tendance. no publk ity to speak of.
So. I’m delighted %%ith the monuinent. If you know
the story of the raised lists, the power sign, you know
it don’t get much better. They were both expecting to
be assassinated by the K -cubed element.

Martin Nysted,
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Spartan Bookstore
12:30 pm

SPARTAN Happy Hour

Free Admission

Tuesday- Friday 4-7

* * * * * * * *
Dr. Mark Novak will be speaking about "Successful Aging:
The Myths, Realities. and Future of Aging in America."
* * * * * * * *
This Series is co -sponsored by the Dr Marlin Luther King. Jr Library and Spartan Bookstore
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FUNDING - Student organizations will be able to request money for T-shirts, airfare

SJSU space cheaper
than most festivals
continued from page 1
she has never bought anything
from the table vendors on campus before.
"I would be more excited
about them if they were local
people being able to come here
and sell their own stuff," Hughes
said. "I don’t know anything
about who profits from them."
Coad said she does not make
the products she sells - she purchases them trinn arious sources. Table vendor Rocio Bautista.
on the other hand, said she and
her parents create some of her
merchandise.
"Thirty percent of my products I make," Bautista said. "The
others are from Mexico, Peru and
Ecuador. My parents make the
wool stuff - sweaters. weavings."
Bautista said she makes all the
bead and wire jewelry she sells.
Wednesday was the second
time she sold her wares on the
SJSU campus. Bautista said the
last time she set up shop there,
business was "so-so."
"I don’t know how students
here will respond," Bautista
said.
Bautista said she makes a
living selling her products and
tends to make more money at
fairs and shows than on college
campuses.
It costs more to sell at trade
shows, fairs and festivals, so
Coad only sells on campuses,
where she said the cost to rent
space is significantly lower she pays SJSU 5100 per day to
sell inside the Student Union.
Syrecta Young. who sells
handmade, precious -stone jewelry at a table along the walkway
between the Art building and the
Student Union two to three days
a week during the school year,
said she pays $80 a day for her
table.
Young said the fee is worth
it. On Wednesday she said she
broke even an hour and a half
after setting up her table.
Selling her jewelry Is enough
to make a living "for the most
part." Young said.
"I also have an evening job I
work three days a week," Young
said.

continued from page 1
the concerns and need, 01 student
organizations," Ramos said. "I
want to make sure that we (A.S.)
are doing everything we can for
students."
The changes will affect the
manner in which student organizations may request funds as well
as for what purposes funds can be
used.
recommended
first
The
change was that student organizations be allowed to request
funds more than once in a given
semester, at the discretion of the
controller.
Alfonso De Alba, executive
director of A.S., said during the
board’s discussion that to stipulate
that successive requests he "at the
discretion of the controller" might
make some student organizations
who are tumed down feel they are

being unfairly treated.
De Alba addressed the board,
saying, "If you let groups ask
for funds two or three times in
a semester, then when groups
who come to you later in the semester, you may have run out of
funds."
Emily Molino, A.S. director
of programming affairs, said she
is concerned that more requests
will limit the amount A.S. is able
to grant.
"By doing this, yes, we’ll be
able to fund more events, but we
won’t be able to fund events very
well." Molino said.
Joel Bridgeman, director of
student rights and responsibilities, said the wide scope of student
organizations must be taken into
account and that the new process
will "make the most of the money
(A.S.) has."
The motion for this change in

process was ultimately tabled until
the finance committee can provide
the hoard with additional guidelines to limit additional funding
requests.
Rebecca Balderas, director of
legislative affairs, said any changes made to (lie process and criteria
by win% It student organizations
appl% would be premature at this
stage. sills s’ there is no additional
budget.
mono in
"We’ie putting the carriage before the horse,- Balderas said. We
don’t have the money to give.’
Brandon Glover, director of
t.hailt% Altair, asked the board
in the side of broadening
the .riteria- and said the lengthy
dehme that took place on the detail. ot w hat would or would not
he allowed under the new criteria
"emasculates" the finance committee.
"I trust the linance committee

to make the final decision on what
is or is not eligible for funding,"
Glover said.
T-shirts and graduation apparel
- honorary stoles and regalia specific to student organizations only
- were added to the list of items
student organizations may request
for funding.
Professional development registration fees - costs of attending leadership conferences base
been approved as part of the new
criteria as well.
Student organizations Will have
to provide reasoning for wh) such
conferences are essential to their
missions, and a group will have
to complete a "release and hold
harmless" form prior to release
oil funds.
Ramos said the release form
has to he signed in order to OHO ply with in,urame iegulations set
by the uniser,ity.

Student organizations will be
able to request up to 5500 per
organization per year for airline
travel to areas outside the Bay
Area.
Sports clubs are included for
purposes ill away games, and student organizations are restricted to
conference, in the new rule, and
a series oot insurance and release
loons must he completed to res’eiSe lunds.
Ramos reminded the board several times during the debate over
the criteria changes that every
financial request is rev iewed by
the controller and that frivolous
requests w ill not be granted.
"The contioller is there to
make sine that the iequests are
legitimate." Ramos said. "These
are last criteria that let student
(wpm/anon. ask Icon funds.
sic Ii request iilh has to he
cccl

ELECTION - Special referendum results show California voters rejected all eight state initiatives
continued from page 1
Schwarzenegger had asked
voters to approve a state spending cap and give him authority to
make midyear budget cuts, change
the way legislative districts are
drawn, restrict the money unions
could raise for political campaigns
and make teacher, work longer to
gain tenure. None of the four prevailed. as voters appeared puzzled
by the special election and angry
at its price tag. estimated to be at
least $50 million.
Elizabeth Garrett, an expert on
California’s initiative process at the
University of Southern California,
said Schwarzenegger had learned

an important lesson about the limitations of initiatives in enacting the
kind of changes he sought.
"He needs to re-establish his
connection with the people and
push real reform through the traditional governing process." site
said. "This is the really important
moment - the pivotal ’Bonier)t of
his political career."
Schwarzenegger
spokesman
Roth Stutzman insisted the defeats
re -energized the governor.
"The governor very much sees
the results of last night’s election as
an indication that the voters of this
state want the problems of this state
to be !so:stoked here in Sacramento
:amongst as elected leaders."
Stuttman said. "It was clearly.

am rroanttate toe how gi i% et nment
I hi:
:ind within ow.
should w.
here woolont.ling Moose 01,,o,"
dinbloing at the
I he
poll, hoo. lett Ills ptIlltlt.il I eputalion in tattoo.. weakening Ins hand
..ith the loongely I/ern:wrath. state
Legisloottlie and opening 111111 to a
compentise race for
in 21)1)6
.asseitibl
Speaker
Fabian
Nunez
that while l)emocrats
were c% tiling too work wain
Schwaticitegger. the two sides
hadn’t tem:lied the "kuinhav a
stage" quite yet.
sl .pent $55 million of
taxpavets’ Ione% that didn’t prove
de.appointa dang thing I
Lal in our go wernon." Nome, said.

President Don Kassing is expected to draft an executive order in response to the changes
made to Title 5, at which time
Rebecca Balderas, Associated
Students director of legislative
affairs, said she intends to he
present to "represent the rights
of the students."
- Lydia &until le, Dail,
staff writer

would lose tioalmino more than to
the primasee ;moodier k
ry cc tic would evcite the party."
Acton Warren Beans and ditector Rob Reiner motoied the tray
noial sveeks to
iii the campaimo
tool+) against S.liwarzenegger.
raising hope among 1/emocrats
that one our the *alio would challenge him nest eat
But Whalen. who was an aide
to Fortner Republican Goo. Pete
Wilson. said he didn’t think either
sonild dcli sen what the Democrats
need to heat the .clehrity governor.
"lbe election was a referendumn
against Schwartenegger and a referendum against the special election."
he said "But I don’t see the public
want Warren."
chant in!.

Festival 2005
Sunday, November 13, 2005

Board changes Student Conduct Code
The
California
State
University Board of Trustees
voted Wednesday to adopt
the proposed changes to the
Student Conduct Code of Title
5
The changes include additional power for CSU presidents to punish students for
misdeeds committed both on
and off campus.
San Jose State University

Si lar. two Iknuic rats
state
Treasmer Phil Angehde, nun]
!lase
( man oller Stine \V.-oily
plans to challenge
Schwartenegger nest seat. Nall
011 bust
nieti.el
campaigned
Schwarreneggo ’s Inman% es but
have tailed to ignite passion among
voters or telltM I kmiocrats.
Sc ticsarteneggen’s
Despite
.1, say he
weakened silk’..
enters the ram: alibi some important advantages.
His base is still united and
In
behind Ioiini
said Bill
Whalen. a Repuhlican consultant and scholar at Stanford
University’s Iloover Institution.
"And if you intik to swan
Democrats, ino-.1 a lit tell you they

-Jews...in
"Salaam, Shalom"
Purchase Student tickets
online at www stiff org
or call 925 866 9599
or purchase at the door

Sunday November 13 at 1:00 PM
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Football team will face WACfoes New Mexico State, Idaho
BY JIMMY DURKIN
Daily Staff Writer
The San Jose State University
football team will use its week off
to work on fundamentals and put
itself in position to finish the season on a positive note, coach Dick
Tomey said.

F OTBA
Overall record

WAC record

1-8

0-6

Next home game
Nov. 19 vs. New Mexico State
The Spartans.
’ming ott a
45-7 loss to No 22 Fresno State
University, finish the season with
back-to-back 3 p.m. games at
Spartan Stadium against New
Mexico State Unit ersity and the
University of Idaho on Nov. 19
and 26.
"This bye week is the best possible one," Toiney said -At this
point, we knits’. Whif W.t.’ are. We
know what sic do well and what
we need to stork on.
"We has e some fundamental
things %se need to work on. We
have to see w hat our tendencies are
and what we need ti I work on. (The
players i rust need to be refreshed. he said
The Spartans didn’t mac( ice on
Monday and Tuesday ,ind Iiiiney
said the coaching stall is ill be gis en some extra time off this %%eek.
"Our coaching stall is Ill spend
a lot of time working had all
day and then going home to he
with their families.- Raney said.
"Because we have such little free
time.Tomey’s first year
Tomey said he’s enjoyed his
first season at SJS1; despite the

Spartans’ eight losses - the most
he’s ever lost in a single season.
"It’s been a great experience,"
he said. "These young men have
given us every single thing, every
drop of blood they’ve got.
"There’s just nothing I want for
them more than for them to finish this season feeling good about
themselves. And we still have that
chance. It won’t be what we wanted, but it will be some measure of
self respect and sonic measure of
momentum," he added.
The Spartans’ next opponent,
New Mexico State. is 0-9 overall
this season and 0-5 in the Western
Athletic Conference heading into
their game Saturday against the
University of Nevada. Idaho has
also struggled to a 2-6 overall record and a 2-3 mark in the WAC
entering its game Saturday against
Louisiana Tech University.
"It’s going to be difficult because the two teams we’re playing are much like us," Tomey
said. "They’re frustrated, they’re
struggling, they’re capable. And
is e’re going to have to fight our
guts out."
’Our heads are still up’
Sophomore running back Yonus
Davis has been a bright spot for the
Spartans, producing career-high
rushing marks in each of the last
three games.
His 16-carr). 136-yard performance against Fresno State was
the first 1(10 -yard rushing game
for SJSU this season and the first
time the Bulldogs had allowed a
100 -yard rusher since the Spartans’
Lance Martin gained 162 yards on
23 carries in a 62-28 Fresno State
win on Nov. 27, 2004.
Davis. who has climbed to seventh in the WAC in rushing with
54.5 yards per game, said the team

r

is still working hard and committed to performing well.
"Our heads are still up.- he
said. "We’re still sticking together, we’re still a team. Right now,
we’re still trying to find it.
"Hopefully, in these last two
games we can just come out with a
bang at home."
Senior safety Josh Powell
agreed and added that the level of
focus hasn’t change since the beginning of the season.
"The attitude hasn’t changed."
he said. "We still have goals to get
better every day at practice and
come back to work to get better."
Tomey hopes the team, and the
seniors especially. can finish the
season on a good note as a reward
for all the work they’ve done.
"I’ve never coached a team I
had more respect for than I do for
this team." Tomey said. "Building
a new program is hard. Seniors are
asked to do things differently and
sometimes it’s tough.
"You ask them to have blind
faith and belief without evidence,"
he said.
Tomey also noted that the
team still has a chance to tin
ish with a winning home record
the Spartans are currently 1-2 at
Spartan Stadium -- and is looking
forward to some local support.
"I hope the people of the Ras
Area and San Jose see how mil,ii
they’ve improved and wanted to
improve," Tomey said. "We’ae
played our very best at home and
a lot of that has been because the
atmosphere has been electric.
"It %se t::111 achieve a winning
record at home and finish the season well by is inning these last its 0
games. it’ll strike a chord is lIt
people w ho have spoken negat ely about San Jose State football. I
want the seniors to leave here on a
positive note,"

-

r

Texas trip to play in tournament
BY RACHEL HILL
Daily Set,

Jtaff

San Jose State University
men’s basketball team will begin its season this Friday in the
2k Sports Coaches vs. Cancer
Classic hosted by Texas Tech
University.

BASKETBALL
Overall record
1-0
Next game:
Friday 0 Texas Tech
I he Spartans will face the
Red Raiders at 7 p.m. in their
lii St game of the season, putting
their nett routine and playing
strategies to the ultimate test.
The ’,1st team will travel to
Lubbnick. I ’xas. to participate in
the tom nament.
Coat Ii George Nessman said
the Spartans have a lot of ci inlidence. which does not wat er
no matter ss ho their opponent
is. Despite playing on the Red
Raiders" home toms, Nessman
said Ins leant has some benefits
otei lech.

"We know a lot about them
(Texas Tech) and they don’t know
much about us and that’s an advantage we have to try to play to."
Nessman said.
He added that the team has a
good idea of where it’s at and the
Spartans look forward to the chat
lenge of facing the Red Raiders
The team’s second game at the
tournament will be against either
Georgia Southern University
or the University of Portland,
where the Spartans will battle for the Lubbock Regional
Championship.
The Red Raiders are led by
legendary basketball coach Bob
Knight. Texas Tech finished its
2004-05 season 22-11.
Nessman said Knight, now in
his fifth year at Texas Tech, is
one of the best college basketball
coaches of all time, next to John
Williams.
The Spartans went 0-23 last
season, and Nessman hopes to
improve the team"s standings in
this upcoming season, along with
student attendance at the games.
Nessman said the university’s
athletics program should he embraced by the student body to
evoke a sense of pride and fun.
"We are hopim. :hat our stu-

New racquetball club comes to SJSU
BY LYDIA SARRAILLE
Daily Staff \i’Vt net
.to someone who doesn’t know the game, the sight
of players using racquets to send a small blue rubber
ball bouncing at high velocity around an enclosed
space might seem just a little bit reckless.
"You have to have agility," said Larry Dubia, president of the newly formed San Jose State University
racquetball club. as he watched fellow players during
a match. "Those balls can get up to about 200 miles
per hour."
Dubia. who formed the club this semester, said he
tell instantly in love w ith the sport when he played for
the first time in a class at SJSU two years ago.
"It’s just a really great sport. I get in there and just
work my tail off.- Dubia said. Racquetball incorporates rules from squash and handball and uses racquets that look similar to those used in tennis.
Unlike many other racquet sports, however, the
walls. floor, and ceiling of the racquetball court are
considered inbounds.
A senior majoring in child development, Dubia
said lie has spent hundreds of dollars of his own money to start up the club, but said iii’. worth it to finally
have a group of people to play.
"You don’t need a huge team to play racquetball.
it’s just two people to a game, but I wasn’t finding
people to play against.- Dubia said.
The club includes seven official members so far.
and Dubia said he has several potential members who

are still deciding it’ they. want to loin
"We’re trying to build our membership up so we
can conmete in tournaments." Dubia said.
Joel Baker, vice president of the club, said he started playing racquetball Ili l’es.Ther from a basketball
injury and "just fell in love
"Racquetball accommt ’dates all lev els of play."
II %%I ir have
rii,e
I
Baker said. "We have
barely even touched a racquet and %se haVc semipros.-

Dubia said it is imponant to him that the club be
open to anyone who Wants Irr participate.
"I decided that this t lab won’t alloy’, discriminating," Dubia said. "It someone wants to leant, they.
can come by and I’ll get in the court with them and
teach them. The point of the club is to get in there and
play."
The racquetball club has not yet received its official acceptance by Student Life and Leadership. but
Dubia said all the paper work has gone through.
"We’re just waiting for word from (Student Life
and Leadership). But we don’t think there will be any
problem." Dubia said.
The desire to practice his game prompted Aaron
Kemp. the club’s secretary. to min.
’I wanted to play More it ten ;Intl is ith a wider variety’ of people." Kemp said.
The racquetball club w ill hold a tournament at 10
a.m. Saturday in the SJSU Sport Club courts.
The event will he open to all SJSU students. faculty- and staff and will cost $10 for members of the
club and $15 for nonmembers.

Going
to

Law
State

Compensation

Fund

Insurance

ent ("enter) into
dents turn the
a great home ens ironment and
have a lot of fun here and associate coming to our games to having a good time," Nessman said.
"College athletics is designed to
be fun. ... We are going to routinely recruit students. We want
them to see this as their team.
"It really is their team. They’re
San Jose State University," he
said.
Forward Alex Elam said he
also would like to see an increased interest and recognition
in his team and SJSt’ sports in
general.
"When they talk about WAC
basketball. I want SJSU to be
mentioned in that process. not
just the team.
But I want all
of San Jose State’s athletics to be
mentioned." he said.
Elam said he doesn’t like
to make predictions for future :lames. but he hopes to the
Spartans tt ill else their all in the
game against the Red Raiders.
Nessman said one of Ins try erall team goals tor this season
is to improve :Ind nne lane the
Spartans’ game so they can saccessi MI% compete in the 51eslern
Athlei is Contelenix championship tournament in NIA]. Ii

More sports news at
www.thespartandaily.com
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Freshman midfielder makes big splash in 2005 season
Liz Behlen becomes first Spartan women’s soccer
player in history to earn WAC Freshman of the Year
BY ELIZABETH PERRY

-We just keep progressing more
and more every day," Behlen said.
"I just hope we keep progressing all
four years I am here because I know
Liz Behlen said she has been
this is just the beginning of someplaying soccer for almost as long as
thing great."
she can remember.
Some of Behlen’s teammates said
they think that she adds a lot to the
SJSU women’s soccer program.
-I think that she is an awesome
player, probably one of the best
players on the field," said freshman
goalkeeper Kelsea Scott. -She is fun
and exciting and has a lot of life.
-With her, there is never a dull
moment." she said.
"I started playing so.er %%hen I
Other teammates said she is more
was 3 years old and in diapers." said
than lust a player on the team, that
Behlen. who is a freshman midfieldslr is a true friend.
er for the San Jose State University
It is so nice to have her by your
women’s soccer team.
side as a player and a friend because
Behlen, who is in the top six of
she is loyal," said Lauren Moniz,
the WAC in six offensive categoa midfielder and forward for the
ries, was named to the first team of
Spartan team. "I’ve seen her grow so
the all -Western Athletic Conference
much and have such a big impact on
squad firr the 2(105 season. She is the
the team this year and that’s all from
first Spartan women’s soccer player
her hard work."
in school history to be awarded
Behlen said she is excited about
WAC Freshman of the Year.
playing next year on the Spartan
Behlen stepped up to colleteam.
giate play by playing
"I now this program
19 games with eight
has a lot of growgoals scored and three
S he has every quality you still
ing to do. and I can only
assists this season.
look for in an athlete."
imagine the success that
Behlen’s
mother.
lies in our future." Behlen
Barbara Behlen, said
Dawn Hill Liz Behlen’s high
said.
Liz’s father was her
Family is important to
main coach while she school soccer coach
was growing up.
Behlen. She said that if
it wasn’t for her family’s
"Early on. her dad
coached her and still coached her a that she’s doing this or that or show- support. she may. not be the soccer
ing off - she doesn’t do that."
plater she is.
little in high school." Barbara said.
In high school. Behlen played as
Behlen was also a first -team all "Ms family is more than I could
a forward her junior year and scored league choice three times and an All - ever ask for." Behlen said. "They.
the most goals that year for St. Central Coast Section pick while she has been there for me every step
was in high school.
Francis High School in San Jose.
of the way by putting Inc into a high
"I was high scorer my junior
As a college athlete. Behlen school where 1 could succeed, six: year because I played forward." said has proved to anyone that had any eery% ise, to get me looked at more
Behlen, who averaged 0.86 goals per doubts that she can play.
by colleges."
game in the 2005 season. "Then, my
The head coach for the Spartan
Barbara said Behlen could have
senior year. I was more of a mid- team, Dave Siracusa, said Behlen is gone to a number of different
fielder. so I wasn’t able to attack as obviously an all -conference player schools but chose to stay local with
much as before."
and one of the freshmen who really her Tandy.
Even though she wasn’t able to stepped up to collegiate play.
Belden said there had been times
attack as much as when she was a juShe has been the high scorer for where she wanted to stop playing benior. Behlen was able to put in eight the season %%At eight goals and three cause the day-to-day stress of school
goals and six assists her senior year.
assists.
and other interferences would make
She was also a letter winner for
She has a total of 44 shots this it easier if she didn’t play.
four years in soccer.
season, with 26 of those shots being
"There has been many times
Behlen was also named the West on goal.
when I have wanted to quit because
of
Player
Catholic Athletic League
Being on a new team can be chal- of school. teams. coaches, etc., so if
the Year in 2004.
lenging for some, hut Behlen said it wasn’t for my parents pushing me.
school
Behlen’s high
she has met an awesome group of I probably wouldn’t be \vitae I am
Dawn Hill. said Behlen %%as more girls this season.
today." Behlen said.
Daily Staff Writer

than just a letter winner.
"She was a varsity player for
three years," Hill said. "She was the
captain senior year and was a phenomenal player probably the best
player."
Hill said Behlen was always able
to read the game well.
"She phus well, she can finish.
she’s smart and her %%ork ethic is
amazing." Hill said. "She can run
for 90 minutes and is tough. She
has every quality you look for in an
athlete."
Hill said she wasn’t surprised that
Behlen has been successful in collegiate play
"I kilo% she’d be very successful
at the next level." Hill said. "She has
a great attitude and makes the others
play harder."
Barbara. Behlen’s mother, also
said that Behlen’s attitude is always
great when it comes to the gam.
"She is humble and that is a part
of who she is," Barbara said. "We
have tried to push her in that direction and tell her that it is always a
team effort. She ne% er tells anyone

gg
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Open Saturdays
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131 E. Jackson Street
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Freshman midfielder Liz Behlen posted eight goals and three assists as a member of the San Jose
State University women’s soccer team. Six of those eight goals came in conference matches. Behlen’s
performance earned her a selection to the first team of the all -Western Athletic Conference squad.
She was also voted WAC Freshman of the Year, the first Spartan soccer player in school history to do
so. Behlen said she has been playing soccer since she "was 3 years old and in diapers."
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At John Muir/Mt Diablo Health System. located in the Fast San Francisco Bay
Area, extensive orientation and continuous training are the catalysts for increasing
your knowledge, skills and value to our collaborative teams We implement the
latest technologies including Bedside Automated Charting. PACS System a new
slate-at-the-art automated core lab and robotic drug distribution
We have entry level opportunities or New Grads
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in the Bay
*Best prices
name
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rides!
*Our staff
all we do
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FREE
Estimates
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NURSING - 6 MONTH RN RESIDENCY
PROGRAM STARTING FEBRUARY 2006
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CLINICAL LAB SCIENCE
Erin, peer support via Preceptors/Mentors and a great learn ol educators
throughout your orientation and training perrnd and beyond

Student Loan Forgiveness Program
Tuition Reimbursement
Relocation Assistance
National Specialty Certification Pay
Benefits within 30 days
Generous Paid Time Off and Extended Sick Leave Benefits
For more information or to apply please c onirn I John Muir Medical
Center; Phone 19251 947-5215: Ii’ (925) 947-4497 ut Mt. Diablo
Medical Center Phone (925) 574-2400; I
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Suicide bombers hit hotels in Jordan
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) At
first, Ahmed thought the boom was
merely fireworks for a Jordanian
wedding banquet he was attending in a five-star hotel. Then, to his
horror, he saw blood. And bodies.
The attack at the Radisson SAS
was just one of three nearly simultaneous suicide bombings on
U.S.-based hotels in the Jordanian
capital Wednesday night. Officials
said 57 people were killed and 115
were wounded in what appeared to
be an al-Qaida assault on an Arab
kingdom with close ties to the
United States.
Most of the casualties at the
Radisson were Jordanians attending the wedding, where a man
strapped with explosiv es joined
the 300 guests in the ground-floor
reception hall.
"We thought it was fireworks
for the wedding but I saw people
falling to the ground." said Ahmed,
who did not give his surname. "I
saw blood. There were people
killed. It was ugly."
The explosions hit the Grand
Hyatt. Radisson SAS and Days
Inn hotels just before 9 p.m. Black
smoke rose into the night, and
wounded victims stumbled from
the hotels.
Jordan’s deputy prime minister, Marwan Muasher, said there
was no claim of responsibility but
that Abu Musab al-Zarqawi. the
Jordanian -horn leader of al-Qaida
in Iraq. was a "prime suspect."
A U.S. counterterrorism ofticial, who spoke on condition of
anonymity because the investigation is ongoing. said the strong
suspicion is that al-Zarqawi was
involved because of his known
animosity for Jordanian monarchy
and the fact that it was a suicide attack, one of his hallmarks.
In February. U.S. intelligence
indicated that Osamu bin Laden
was in contact with al-Zarqawi.
enlisting him to conduct attacks
outside of Iraq. Jordan has arrested scores of Islamic militants
for plotting to carry out attacks and
has also sentenced many militants
to death in absentia. including
Zarqawi.
Its capital has become a
base for Westerners who fly in
and out of neighboring Iraq for
work. Amman’s main luxury hotels downtown are often full of
American and British officials and
contractors enjoying the relative
quiet of the city.
"Obviously this is something
Jordan is not used to." NI mistier
told CNN. "We have been lucky
so far in avoiding those incidents

He said most of the casualties appeared to be Jordanians and that
authorities had sealed the country’s land borders.
A State Department official said
there was no information on any
American casualties. A Jordanian
security official, speaking on
condition of anonymity because
he was not authorized to address
the media, said the dead included
at least three Asians. possibly
Chinese.
The first blast was reported at
about 8:50 p.m. at the five-star
Grand Hyatt. The explosion took
place in the lobby and shattered its
stone entrance.
Thousands of shards of broken
glass crunched underfoot as hotel
bellboys, some bloodied by the
blast. ran alongside luggage trolleys being used to transport the
wounded.
An American man blurted run
in a thick Southern drawl: "My
friends are dead."
Steve (Mclennan, a businessman from England. WIN attending
a business dinner at the Grand
Hyatt. where an information
took
technology
conference
place earlier in the day.
"Suddenly, we heard an explosion and the whole hotel
tilled with smoke and suddenly
we found ourse Is es outside
the hotel." said a startled -looking Olderman. %vim was on the
ground floor at the time of the
attack.
"We sass bodies IN mg as sic
v% ere coming out" 01 the hotel.
said Oldennan. %%hi, had been
staying at the Radisson. "It is.,’.
pretty horrific. We were sitting
beside a huge plate glass windovv
and it just exploded beside us. ...
We were lucky to get out alive."
A few minutes after that attack and a short distance away,
police reported the explosion
at the wedding celebration. At
least live people were killed and
20 wounded. The groom, Ashraf
al-Akhras, who suffered serious
injuries, said both his father and
Ins ss ite’s tattle’ were killed.
The Radisson is popular is ith
American and Israeli tourists
and was a target of several foiled
al-Qaida plots, including a conspiracy to attack U.S. and Israeli
tourists during the kingdom’s
millennium celebrations. There
were no reports of Israeli casualties.
Anun Omar. a concierge at
the Radisson. said Jordanian security forces later took over the
hotel and that all foreign and lo-

cal guests have been accounted for
and returned to their rooms.
"This is a terrible, terrible situation. The explosion took place during a local Jordanian wedding and
caused a lot of damage. Broken
chairs, shattered glass. throvv n
tables," Omar said. "Everything is
still in a great fuss."
The third explosion. at the Day s
Inn, happened after a car packed
with explosives approached the
hotel. Muasher said. He said the
car could not cross a protectise
barrier so it detonated musts’s. A,
a result, the casualties at the Day
Inn were not so extensiv e :is at the
other hotels, he said.
Muasher reported 57 killed and
115 wounded in the three bombings. with the vv ors’ damage was
at the Radisson because the suicide
bomber got inside the wedding
party of Jordanians.
signs of
There were no
cracks in the structure til the stone
building,. that were attacked and
But
no traces of burned Sc lee
there \s its shattered glass and some

burned alit ime in two of the targeted hotels. mainly in the wedding banquet hall at the Radisson
SAS. isliere pans of the false ceiling collapsed. SAS is a partner of
Radisson 111 Europe.
In
addition
to
housing
Westerners. Amman’s hotels also
bay e become a gathering spot for
affluent Ii am. is ho base fled their
,ountry
-Fheir presence
and money - has caused an
ita
economic boom. is 1 lug Ii -priced
prostitution also putting in an upThe Grand !Ism has 31fi guest
111011P, as well as 50 luxury residential apainuents in the adjoin-

ing lly.at Is cr [lie hotel, with
a beige -and ream tacade and a
shiny gold resiils mg door. is located in the heart of Amman’s
business and it
district on
Ilusse in B in A Ii Street.
The Radisson has 2(41 guest
rooms. Its main entrance is co, is oh se
ere(’ by a is lute pun
eral diven internatianal Hags linmg the top.

The three hotels have security guards hired from a private
Jordanian firm stationed in the
reception areas. Each of the hotels
has one or two police cars guarding the buildings around the clock.
King Abdullah II cut short his
official visit ti Kazakhstan and
was returning home
"The kind of gist ice will get to
the criminals ss ho targeted innocent
secure cis than. with their cowardly
acts,- he said in a statement.
’Ile White 1 Luise said the
United States \so.. prepared to offer help in the inst.-AT:mom
In a statement. Secretary of
State Condi ileezza Rice said "such
wanton acts of murder against innocent people v white every faith
and creed." She pledged to Jordan
that the I..S. would "stand together. mis ii cuing. to defeat the ’nil
that threatens our people and way
oh
N Secretary ioneral Koh
Annan. %OW Is on a 11 ill in the
Middle I
canceled a scheduled

visit to Jordan because of the attacks.
Security forces, including special anti -terror police units, fanned
out across the Jordanian capital after the attack. Police swiftly set up
road blocks across Amman, where
they searched cars and checked
passengers’ identification.
Special anti -terrorism units in
armored vehicles sealed off streets
around diplomatic missions, government offices and hotels. Police
said Amman vi
v irtually cut off
from other cities because all highways leading to the capital were
shut.
At midnight. the capital appeared virtually deserted, except
from tens ol police cars and armored v eludes. Plainclothed security 1,1115 Kik were also seen on
foot, strolling near the blast sites
and stopping motorists to inspect
their 1Ds.
Prime Minister Adittui Badnui declared Thursday a national holiday
apparently in order to allow tightened
security measures to take hold.
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Hanging around ...

"SENSATIONAL!"

A neighbor was drying her daughter’s dolls after they were bathed. (NPPA contest winning photo in the general category)

Kenneth Tura, LOS ANGELES TIMES

I ’THE BEST MOVIE AN AMERICAN
DIRECTOR HAS EVER MADE
ABOUT DIVORCE’?

I

TRY DIFFERENT KINDS OF

"A COMIC DRAMA THAT PACKS A
DAZZLING RANGE OF INSIGHTS...
IT BEARS REPEAT VIEWINGS:’
-David Ger-.,
LAURA LINNEY
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Theatre department pulls ’Streetcar’ to SJSU
RACHAEL HAMILTON
Da,, Staff WI tel

BEN LIU / DAILY STAFF

Ali Hoffmann and Luke Woodruff portray Stella and
Stanley in San Jose State University’s production of
Tennessee Williams’ "A Streetcar Named Desire."

As part of a return to American classics, the department of TV, radio, film and theatre will present
Tennessee Williams Pulitzer Prize-winning play. "A
Streetcar Named Desire." in the University Theatre
starting at 7 p.m. on Friday.
Many people may be more familiar with the
film version of the story. released in 1951. starring
Marlon Brando and Vivien Leigh. Williams’ play
was actually released in 1947. The film was nominated for 12 Oscars and was awarded four, with best
actress going to Vivien Leigh for her performance
as Blanche.
Streetcar’ is a brilliant piece of theater that
says a lot to a lot of people and is just a good classic
merican play." said Laura Long. the play’s director.
limn. said ’Streetcar’ broke sexual boundaries
is hen it %vas released, at a time when such topics
were completely taboo.
The play faces controversial issues, including homosexuality. rape and domestic violence.
The play takes place in a poor. decaying part of
the French Quarter in New Orleans.
This dynamic play centers on the tensions heti% een the eccentric Southern belle
Blanche and her aggressive. blunt and sometimes s ’,dent brother in laii Stanley and their
power struggle to win the affections of Stella.
Blanche’s sister.
The interesting dichotomy- can he seen in
the diticietkes hens eel’ the Ines of Blanche
and ‘sic I la One uses a prii ileged life and the
odic’ striw etc. is oh the harsh reality of work4

ing class life.
Blanche struggles internally with her own haunted past and is constantly causing tensions between
Stanley and his wife by trying to convince Stella
that Stanley is an abusive brute and that she should
leave him.
Vera Sloan. a theatre major, plays the role of
Blanche and said her character is "fun to play because
she is a complicated character and one of the best female characters in American dramatic literature."
Sloan said there is no easy way to categorize
Blanche. She believes that many people blame
Stanley for Blanche’s deteriorating mental state,
but she wonders how much of it is her own internal
struggle and feelings of inadequacy.
Luke Woodruff, who plays Stanley. said he was
initially hesitant to play such an unlikable role but
later realized how deep of a character Stanley really is.
"Stanley is a dynamic character with a rough side

and a soft regretful side," Woodruff said. Woodruff
said Stanley is a misunderstood man who really
does love Stella despite his angry drunken ways.
-1 recently found out that Tennessee Williams
based Blanche’s character on himself, and that
Stanley represented Williams’ father," Woodruff
said.,
Long said "Streetcar" offers a strong opportunity
for the actors to learn what it takes to do such a rich,
famous play.
"There is a real climate right now in the Bay Area
for American classics such as ’Streetcar.’ Long said.
"This play has always been popular and I hope people will come out and enjoy it."

A Streetcar Named Desire
Where: University Theatre, Hugh Gillis Hall
When: Nov. I I, 12, 17, 18, 19 at 7 p.m.
Matinees Nov. 16 and 18 at 1 I am.
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Monday, November 14

Friday, November 18

12:00 Noon, Studen Union Ballroom,
The Don Edwards Lecture featuring Hoover Institution Fellow
and Stanford Professor, Larry Diamond
Topic: The Prospects for Democracy and Stability in Iraq
Sponsored by Political Science, History, Anthropology,Social
Sciences, Global Studies, and International programs and Services,
with special support from PG&E

12:00-2:30 PM., Umunhum Room in Student Union
International IQ Quiz: Sponsored by the International House,
International Programs and Services

6:00 P.M., Martin Luther King Library, Rooms 255-257
*Film: "Pablo Neruda! Presenter, narrated by Isabel Allende

Wednesday, November 16
3:00- 4:00 P.M., Pacifica Room in Student Union
Study Abroad Panel. Learn how international experience through
studying abroad will give you the competitive edge when applying
for graduate schools and jobs. Sponsored by Study Abroad and
Exchange Programs, International Programs and Services.

Take our short
next tax seam
Call Javed

SPERM DON
California Cry,
donor progran
degree you ca
health screen!
to apply onlim

Also on Friday, SJSU will sign an exchange agreement with
Yokohama National university, Japan
**The film festival is sponsored by MOSAIC, the Department of Foreign
Languages, Mexican- American Studies, Global Studies, the Martin Luther King
Library Cultural Heritage Center, Associated Students, and International
Programs and Service.

Saturday, November 19
10:00 A.M.- 12:00 Noon, Martin Luther King Library, Room 225B
"Heartbeat and Heartaches: Memoirs of a Chinese Intellectual Family",
Professor Xiaomeng Qin, retired English professor, Shanghai
International Studies University. Book presentation sponsored by the
American Association of University Women

6:00 P.M., Martin Luther King Library
*Film: "Tudo Azul", Brazillian Music, Rooms 255- 257
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DRINK OF THE WEEK
BY JIMMY DURKIN
Daily Staff Writer

JIMMY DURKIN /DAILY STAFF

The Hayward Hefe has a light, sweet taste.

HAYWARD
Anyone who is
a fan of a good hefeweizen beer
would find it well worth the trip to
visit Buffalo Bill’s Brew Pub and
Restaurant in Hayward.
One of the pub’s own special
brews, the Hayward Hefe, is sure to
have you coming back for more.
The beer is advertised as a
cloudy, golden wheat beer that is
lightly hopped with hints of clove.
Served with a lemon, the beer has
a nice, light taste that begs to be
devoured.
It differs a bit from the typical
hefeweizen. It’s not as cloudy as
a Pyramid or Widmer hefeweizen,
but offers a sweeter taste.
The lemon enhances the already
sweet taste and makes it easy to
drink one after another.
It’s available in a I6-oz. pint for
$4.95, a I 2 -oz. glass for $4.25 and
refillable 64-oz. jugs.
One of Buffalo Bill’s most
popular items is the beer sampler.
which includes a 3 oz. sample of

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or verified by the newspaper

CAMPUS CLUBS
$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER BONUS 4 hours of your group’s
time PLUS our free (yes. free) fundraising programs EQUALS
51.000-53,000 in earnings for your group Call TODAY for up
to $600 in bonuses when you schedule your fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser (888) 923-3238
or visit wwwcampusfundraisercom

SERVICES

1

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN $69.00 per year. Save 30%-60%
(includes cosmetic) For into call 1-800-655-3225 or
vyww.studentdental.corn or www.goldenwestdentalcorn
PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient. Exact. Familiar with APA & Chicago styles
ESL is a specialty. Grace'831 252-1108 orEvagarce@aol.com
or visitwww.gracenotesediting.com
BEAUTYCLUB Haircut
$15/ up. Wax $5i up.
Manicure $8. Located
William 810th-upstairs).

for men $7 & women $10. Hair colonng
Full set nails $151 up Pedicure $13.
@ 505 S 10th St. Ste 205 (corner of
CALL 14081 993-2250

LEGAL PROBLEMS? Law Offices of Pirrone & Pirrone. LLP
offers free consultations and discounted legal services to
students 800.509.2703
questions@pirronelawcom
NOTARY PUBLIC Downtown San Jose at 4th St. & St. John 115
N. 4th Street #125 408 286-2060

OPPORTUNITIES

BEST PART-TIME GIG EVER!!!!
Take our short computer based course now to earn extra money in
next tax season Finish the course at your own pace at home
Call Javed (42 Jackson Hewitt Tax Service 408-813-6212

WANTED
SPERM DONORS NEEDED The Palo Alto. Ca branch of the
California Cryobank is seeking men of all ethrucities for our sperm
donor programs If you are currently attending college or hold a BA
degree you can earn up to $900/mo. receive a free comprehensive
health screening & help infertile couples For More information or
to apply online please visit www.cryobankdonors corn

ROOMMATE WANTED

THE PLACE
BUFFALO BILL’S BREW
PUB AND RESTAURANT
1082 8 Street
Hayward, CA 9454 I
(5)0) 886-9823

NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job, we can help! Access
Over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS (the SJSU Career Center’s
online job and internship bank). It’s easy, visit us at www.careerce
nter sisu.edu, sign in and search SpartaJOBS!
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS $14.50/HR to start
408-340-1994 So. Bay 650-777-7090 No. Bay
wwwfunstudentwork.com

BEN LW / DAILY STAFF

PI IN: 408-924-3277
l’Ax: 408-924-3282
Email: classifiedUcasa.sisu.edu
Online: www.tliespartandailv.com

FOR
SALE

GREAT PAY! NOW HIRING Sales position at Valley Fair. Hourly PT NANNY WANTED for children 6mo and 3yrs Wed 12-5,
FOR SALE
* Bonus Flexible Hours Full Training Start NOW! Call (408) Tues and! or Thurs 12-5. Flexible hours. Hands-on, friendly
313-3354
References (408)621-2642
BED-QUEEN ORTHOPEDIC Mattress set New, still in plastic.
PART-TIME MOTHER’S HELPER needed. Housecleaning, START @ $70 FOR A 5-HOUR EVENT! Promote brands by warranty $175 14081690-3331
laundry, household organization. Hours flexible-10-15 hours per distributing samples/ brochures and/ or demonstrating products to FULL MATTRESS SET New, still in plastic Sacnfice- $150
week (408) 297-7002
consumers Premier in-store Promotions Company and authorized 1408)690-3331
agency of Mass Connections. Inc . has great opportunities
SITTERS WANTED SlOk/hOUR
in various CA cities Positions available are part-time mostly
Register FREE for lobs at student-sitters. corn
weekends and typically 5 hours For more information and to
DO YOU SPEAK MANDARIN? Seeking fluent speaker for care apply online, visit www eventsandpromotions corn
of 9-year old Generous wages Must drive, car provided. David
PART-TIME RESEARCHER
(650)323-9436
Reliable and detail oriented individual to record information Iron
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK w/ teens w/ developmental local courthouse. Flexible hours Training provided Excellent
disabilities in After-School Program in San Jose PT. weekdays. wage Please email your interest or resume toiobsOncrcreda con)
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
2p-6p Flexible scheduling Must have completed 6 ECE units. or fax to 408-360-0890
1 Lin kaput
5 Flat-topped hills
$10/ hr. Great opportunity for students pursuing a career in special
Looking
for
an
energetic
&
personable
partLADY
CIRCUIT
10 Tusked animal
education Questions’) Call Lesle, 510 835-2131 X104 Send
BRAD
1-1.11X.R.A Y
resume to jobs@esba org or fax to 510 444-2340 or mail 180 time Fitness Coach who can create a fun. motivational & safe 14 A Bronte sister
AL HiI .E
LINE
T.H.O.Ll
environment for members If interested please email Deana at 15 Big occasion
Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland. CA 94612. EOE
INERT.,..
Ey I R
N.O.G,S
16 Shivery feeling
Deana Thai@yahoo corn or call at 16501948-6563
17
Enioy
a
repast
LEATHERS
GOATEE
BRINKS NOW HIRING FT/PT Armored Truck Dnvers. Must have
ARM
FUN
SRS
clean background Clean driving record. Pass DOT physical RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec Dept 18 Cattle country
OBLONG
AUNTS
exam Pass drug screen. Ability to qualify for gun permit. 21 years Positions open now for Leaders, Afterschool Elam Sch Age 1. 9 Park feature
ChildCare
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs
61-E
AM/PM
shifts
DRAPE
WI
L
DO
A,T.5
of age Excellent Benefits! Paid Training! The career you want
22) Itlarmemento
DIVA
DOLLY
U.R.A.L
The benefits you need For more information call (408) 436-7717 avail. T & Th PM shifts avail 17.83-$11 32/hr to start. depending 24 Ram’s garments
on exp. No ECE credits required. Kathy@2408 354-8700 X245
MAL.A.RK.EY
PLANA
25 Parchment
TEACHER (ASSISTANT (ECE) TOP PAY! Mimed PIT. FIT pos.
SPIED
NUTMEG
26
Minimum 6 ECE units reqd Must be able to commute. F/P must SCIENCE GEEKS NEEDED to assist in a truly unique science 28 Ni/teears well
LPN
PEN
DOC
and nature retail store near Westgate Mall. Part-time, flexible 32 Cobra’s weapon
be clear (408)287-3222
YEASTS
M A R K.DP"N
Sours Nature’s Odyssey (408)996-2474
output
REDOI OR.A.L
E.E R I E
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS ’PART-TIME OPENINGS
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR/HOST PT positions avail in
’$1500 BASE-appt.
EVER
FACE
REEDSi.;
e :’,5E ’
wy
F E’ E
Vector. the company for students, has part-time openings S’vale restaurant Flex. hrs. $1050 to start Call Wendy(§2733. 39 Full-Page illustration S.E .R .E
9331
available for customer sales/service
41 Southern st
no-11115
2005 Ureted Feature Syndicate Inc
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students
42 Tend the aquarium
FOR RENT
3
circle
36 Lemon
45 Happy shout
HIGH STARTING PAY
4 Ogling
37 Whimper
46 Scenery
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
5
Like
a
pittance
40
Globetrot
47 Excessive
’internships possible
43 Sell off
6 Spacewalk
48 Bone below
’All majors may apply
7 Feel
44 Split apart
the elbow
’Scholarships awarded annually
50 Champagne go-with 8 Venezuela falls 46 Barbarians
49 Role for
9 Snatch
’Some conditions apply
2bd apartment with walk in closets Great for students/ 54 Dislodge
Whoopi
10 Drip catcher
’No expenence necessary
roommates!’ Great Floor Plan, Washer & Dryers on premeis 58 You can sleep on it
(2 wdS I
51 Running mates
61 Coax
’Training provided
Parking available!’ Only 51.050/ ma may work with you on the 62 Mountains near
52 Archipelago dot
11 Human eater
Earn income & gain experience! Watch for us on-campus deposit!! 14081378-1409
12 "The Vaiey
53 Kind
China
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm
of Horses’ author
of phySiCiSt
TIRED OF SHARING A BATHROOM? Come see our huge 63 "Rocket Man’
www workforstudents com/sisu
13 Movie spool
55 Child Or RObertS
John
2 bedroom 2 full bath. over 1000 sq foot apartment. Walking 65 Landed
21
Cookie-selling
56
Zipping through
LIVE IN NANNY - SILVER CREEK Nanny needed for 2 school
distance to SJSU Newly remodeled Laundry facilities Parking 66 Toy-block brand
57 Parcels out
org
age children Nanny must have STRONG VALUES and work
23 Kirk’s
58 Actress
Security Gate. Easy access to Bay Area freeways Substantially 67 Madonna role
ethic. a good sense of humor, be interested in child development
Powers
helmsman
larger than others! $1195/ mo 14081947-0803
68 Row
and be calm flexible, and reliable. References required.
25 Conceal
59 Tavern brews
69 Part of NBA
Hours
GREENTREE APTS Newer Large 1 & 2 Bed Rni Units. Park like 70 Train stations
27 Brood
60 Descriptive
grounds Patio. Gated W&D hook up Close to HY101 & 280 71 Droops
29 Muslim mystic
phrases
M. T. TH 7 00to 8 00 AM
61 Bed -and30 Folk story
Rent start from 5905. 995 Tully Rd San Jose 194-6200
M. T. W. F 2 00 to 6.00 PM
breakfasts
31 Picnic are
DOWN
THURS 12,30 to 600 PM
ROOMS FOR RENT Beautifully remodeled rooms available on 1 Slowly vanishes
64 Dinny’s rider
32 Munich Mrs
24 5 Hours a week
13th Street & Saint James Each room has a private entrance 2 Feminine principle, 33 Neferti i’s god
Live in Gated Community
34 Brain, maybe
& full bathroom. All utilities included except phontnIDSL There
to Jung
Board & $250 a week
is a fully equipped community kitchen & coin -operated laundry
Please call 408 472.2345.
facility onsde. TV, mindridge & microwave included in each
room.
Furnished & unfurnished available 5575-$600/month plus
ESBA SEEKS LIFEGUARDS and Aquatic Specialists. PT or FT.
in San Jose. Flex hours/ days, Monday-Saturday. Call Tiago@ monthly parking fee. Please contact Magdaq9408 279-6100 or
408 295-0228. Send resume to jobs@esba org or fax to 408 275- email magda@statewidere corn
9858. $9.82-$14 50/ hour DOE.
DOWNTOWN 11th@Washington. 1/1. Util inc $75041000 Dep.

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

O

314WJointt

X-LARGE-2BD-2-BLOCKS
FROM SJSU

2 ROOMS 4 RENT SOUTH SAN JOSE Located at cross streets
of Embee Dnve and Copco Lane The house - 1200 square
feet, has 3 bdrms. 2 baths, a lrg Earn Room with a fireplace
and Irg sunken living room Looking for a responsible student or
professional. I can be reached at 408-623-2610
Deposit
1/3 utilities
$500 per room (make an offer)
(negotiable)
Hot tub in backyard
Washer/Dryer in Garage
ACTION DAY NURSERY Pnmary Plus seeking Infant. Toddler
Wireless High speed Speed Internet Access
& Preschool Teachers & Aides. FT & PT positions available
Big Screen projection TV with surround sound
Substitute positions are also available that offer flexible hours.
Close to Light rail and IBM (Cottle Station) (408)623-2610
ECE units required for teacher positions but not req for Aide
EMPLOYMENT
positons Excellent opportunity for Child Development majors
Please
call Cathy for an interview@247-6972 or fax resume to
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business Perfect for students.
248-7433
Earn up to $250 every weekend. Must have reliable truck or van.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K -8th school seeks responsible
Heavy lifting is required. 408 292-7876
individuals for extended daycare, PT, in the afternoon No ECE
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Security Officers. PT/FT Flexible.
units required. Previous experience with children a must. Please
Grave Bonus.Commute up to 25 miles. (408) 247-4827
call 248-2464
OUTREACH PROGRAM Counselors PT Elem. Schools in Milpitas/
Santa Clara. Degree/Cred not required. Opp for teaching exp.
Need car. Send resume/cover letter to hr@ginscoutsofscc.org
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PT Instructors elem. schools
Degree/Cred not required Opp. for teaching exp. Need car VM
408-287-4170 ext. 408 EOE/AAE
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS? Local valet company needs
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby malls,
private events & country clubs. FT/PT avail. We will work around
your school schedule. Must have clean DMV. Lots of fun & earn
good money. Call 408 867-7275
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program, indoor pool Experience
with children a must. Teaching expenence not required. AM/ PM/
WE shifts available. Email resume: sdavis@avac.us

Rani Pandey,
left, a graduate
student
studying
nutritional
science, and
Alan Finkelstein,
a lecturer and
certified chef,
work together
to get lunch
ready to be
served to
the class on
Tuesday in
the Central
Classroom
building during
the food
production lab.

each beer currently offered, for
$5.50.
The sample features all six of
the regular beers
Buffalo Pale
Ale, B Street Ale, Ricochet Red,
Tazmanian Devil and Johnny
Midnite Oatmeal Stout and usually includes one of the seasonal
beers, such as the Hayward Hefe.
Any of those beers are an excellent complement to the several pizzas that Buffalo Bill’s offers.
The Hayward Hefe goes especially well with the Taz pizza. a
tasty wood-fired pizza with barbecue sauce, grilled chicken, pineapple and mozzarella cheese.
Buffalo Bill’s provides a fun.
laid back atmosphere. It has a
shuffleboard table and several TVs
in the bar area. The restaurant is
large and has an outdoor heated
patio area.
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II 1 di Mill , ’

NP/ S Pgr 408 233-4659
SPOTLESS! 2 BDRM/1BA APT. Pricing Laundry. 2 Blks So. of
SJSU $1000. 408 559- 1356
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE! Housing for Amencan
& International Students! An intercultural experience with
International Students. One Semester Contract Computer Lab,
Study Room. & Student Kitchen. Wireless Internet Access.
A safe. friendly & home-like environment. Various cultural
activities. Parking. We are currently accepting applications The
International House, 360 So. 11th Street. If you are interested or
have questions, call (408) 924- 6570

CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION

Each line averages 25 spaces. Each letter. number, punctuation mark, and space is formatted into an ad line.
first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up to 20 spaces. A minimum of three
lines is required. Deadline is 10:00AM, 2 weekdays prior to publication.

butinanimmaLum_CLAISRIFJIADI

DAYS:
RATE:

1
26.00

2
$9.00

5
$12.00

4
$15.00

5
$18.(X)

511111111501 1112E AF1ER Ellt IIIIRIt Iim et a ot
RATE INUtEASEti 12w 11At
RATE INCREASE-SSE OU EAt II ADM It tt:Al DAV AFTER to III III I to In a
RATER ARE CONSE.CIITIVE 10025 (151.5 Ati ADS ARE PREPAID ACt RI FUNDS I
AllOMONAL %mos NAV RE WOE) A A CHAR(ti 01 51 OD PEI( %At ’air

40+

tt I tit MI,

EIELWRICILDISCAMEr:
consecutive issues: 10% discount.

WU STUDENT gam 10% discount. Ads must be placed in person in D111-1 209 from lOato oi :timi
STUDENT ID REQUIRED. Rate applies to student’s individual ads only.
Not intended for businesses and/or other penons. Frequency discount does not apply.
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Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional
information Classified readers should be reminded that,
when making these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods or
services. In addition, readers should carefully investigate
all firms offenng employment listings or coupons for discount vacations or merchandise.
11/10/05

Now Submit and Pay for your Clesifala Oellsie with the convookoce of credit card.
Questions on howl. piece your elloolflod1 Coll 406924,1277
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Fraternity resurrected after 13 -year absence
BY FtACHAEL HAMILTON
Daily Staff Writer
The San Jose State University
Greek system will welcome back
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, a returning
fraternity with a history dating
back to 1856.
the
InterLast
Saturday
Fraternity Council held a ritual
pledging ceremony to initiate the
eight new members of the fraternity.
According to Rodney Blaco,
IFC vice president of administration. Sigma Alpha Epsilon was
chosen for the group’s values and

strong ties to SJSC.
"SAE was here from the late
19405 to 1992 and then they left.
It is good to see them back. They
have a strong alumni association
and it is very positive for SJSU."
Blaco said.
The fraternity will he celebrating its I 50-y ear :Innis ersary this
year. and according to the it ieial
Web site, it is the largest soe,,,i
fraternity in North Arne’ Ica."
Sigma Alpha IT,ilon chapter
president Carlos Sits co.’ said
what makes the fraternity unique
is that it was the first nanonal
organiiation iii campus in 1947

and played a key part in SJSU’s
development.
"We left due to some trouble in
MI but we had been planning on
coming back and when they sent
out expansion packets, we jumped
at the chance to restore some of
the SAE values that set us apart,"
Sits eira said.
According to the Web site, the
fraternity’s creed is "The True
Gentlemen." written by John
Walter Maynard.
In this creed, a ’True Gentleman’
is lire man whose conduct proceeds
from goodss ill and an acute sense
of pmpnets and whose self-con-

House skips vote on Alaska oil
WASHINGTON (AP, House
leaders late Wednesday abandoned
an attempt to push through a hotly
contested plan to open an Alaskan
wildlife refuge to oil drilling, fearing it would jeopardize approval of
a sweeping budget bill Thursday.
They also dropped from the
budget document plans to allow
states to authorize oil and gas drilling off the Atlantic and Pacific
coasts regions currently under
a drilling moratorium.
The actions were a stunning setback for those who have tried for
years to open a coastal strip of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
or ANWR, to oil development, and
a victory for environmentalist,.
who have lobbied hard against the
drilling provisions. President Bush
has made drilling in the Alaska refuge his top energy priority.
The House Rules Committee formaliied the change late Wednesday
by issuing the terms of the debate
ii hen the House takes up the budget
package on Thursday.
The decision to drop the ANWR
drilling language came after GOP

moderate, -.aid the!. %%ould oppose
the budget it it ss as kept in the bill.
The onshore di tunic prosi,ion
was also % ie%%ed as too t.amtentious
and a threat to the hill, especially
in the Senate.
1.ast ss eek. the Senate included
ANWR drilling in its %er,itin of
the budget. so the matter is ill 11,1% e
to he thrashed out in negotiations
between the Senate and House
if the budget is approved by the
House.
Protection of the Alaska refuge from oil companies has been
championed by env ironmentalists
for years. The House repeatedly
has approved drilling in the refuge
as part of broad energy legislation.
only to see their effort blocked
each time by the threat of a filibuster in the Senate.
The budget hill is immune from
filibuster. but drilling propitnent,
suddenlv ti und it hard to get the
measure accepted by a majority of the House. That’s because
Democrat, iipptise the overall
budget bill. gis ing House GOP
opponent, ot sit ullitig in the Arctic

enough le%ci Ice to have the matter killed.
-the iii’s c in the House was yet
another setback for Bush. whose
Social Security oserhaul also has
stalled in Congress. At the same
time. his presidency has been troubled by. mounting U.S. casualties
in Iraq. the is ithdrawal of Supreme
Court nominee Harriet Miers and
the its est igation over the leak of a
CIA ()perm is es identity-.
Twenty -list: Republicans, led
by Rep. Charles Bass of New
Hampshire. signed a letter asking
GOP leaders to strike the Alaskan
drilling provision from the broader
554 billion budget cut bill.
"Rather then reversing decade, nit protection for this publicly held land, focusing greater
attention on renewable energy
sources. :ilternate fuels. and more
Oh, ient sy sterns and appliances
\souk] yield more net energy
sas mgs than could come ft-orn
ANWR and would base a higher
benefit on the nation’s long-term
economic leadership and security." they said.

trol is equal to all emergencies;
who does not make the poor more
conscious of his poverty, the obscure man of his obscurity......
According to Silveira, the fraternity really focuses on building
strong men, in all aspects of life.
Our fraternity really focuses on
academics and community service,
rather than partying," Silveira
said.
Leonard Perrone is an investment adviser and alumnus who
was a member from 1958-62 and
graduated with a business degree.
Perrone said he enjoyed the experience and was glad to see the

group return to SJSU at the ceremony on Saturday.
"During my years all of the
fraternities were located on I 1 th
and 12th streets. There were only
about 30 to 35 fraternities and sororities hack then."
Perrone said Sigma Alpha
Epsilon offers the opportunity
to build lifetime friendships and
expand leadership skills. Perrone
said that the things members will
learn and experience will stay with
them forever.
"When you reflect on it. it stays
ssiii ou all your life. It’s like a
creed. to he humble and

think of others," Perrone said.
IFC President Alex Sutkin said
Sisma Alpha Epsilon members
have the opportunity to attend free
leadership training conferences all
over the United States.
"SAE members will not only
build leadership skills, but have
the opportunity to network with
other SAE members and alumni
which helps when looking for a
job," Sutkin said.
Joining Sigma Alpha Epsilon
or any fraternity is an excellent
opportunity to leave a legacy and
he a part of the foundation of that
fraternity. Sutkin said.

Third S.J. Kaiser patient dies
SAN JOSE (AP) A Kaiser
Permanente patient died after
receiving too much medication
at one of the company’s hospitals, the second patient recently
reported to have died under similar circumstances at the facility,
state health regulators said.
The California Department of
Health Services said Wednesday
that a 64 -year-old patient at the
Kaiser Santa Clara Medical
Center died on Christmas Eve
after receiving a double dose of
stroke medication. The man’s
identity was not disclosed.
Earlier this month, the
Kaiser Pennanente Santa Teresa
Medical Center in San Jose was
cited for a similar infraction.
Chemotherapy patient and
former San Jose State University
student
Christopher
Robin
Wibeto. 21. died in August. three
days after a cancer-fighting drug
intended for another patient was
injected into his spine.

The hospital was cited for being "deficient" in the man’s care
by failing to properly check the
dosage, officials said.
In August. the same hospital
was cited following the death
of Josephine Frances Hart, a
12 -year-old girl who had received a double dose of pneumonia medication.
In both cases, the state approved the hospital’s plan to require that nurses double-check
medications.
Health officials said the incidents were "isolated" within
different units of the hospital and
did not yet represent a systemic
failure that would justify revoking the facility s license.
"We are alarmed." said health
department spokesman Scott
Vivona. "But it’s a huge step to
take out a hospital for these two
deaths. So we re not going to
he looking at that at this point
in time."

Vivona said the citations do
not bring fines, and there is no
limit to the number of citations
a hospital can receive before officials revoke u facility’s license.
Cited hospitals must devise plans
to correct the problems that led
to the deaths, which the state
must then approve, Vivona said.
"We take very seriously our
responsibility to learn from these
errors and to improve the training of our providers and the reliability of our systems," Kaiser
said in a statement Wednesday.
"We accept full responsibility
for the medication error and have
added additional safeguards to
our pharmacy and medication
practices."
Under an agreement with the
health department, that hospital
now requires that three people
a doctor, a nurse, and a pharmacist verify that the correct
medication is being administered
to patients.

For me, it’s about
rising to the
challenge.
Join the Holiday Weight Loss
Challenge, here at Pinnacle Fitness.
Lose the weight and gain a true feeling
of accomplishment. Pinnacle is the
place to make it happen. Just visit the
club nearest you to register. It’s fun and
it’s free. You up for the challenge?

VISIT A CLUB NEAR YOU FROM
NOVEMBER 10 - 13 TO RECEIVE A

FREE*
7-WEEK MEMBERSHIP!

www.holidayweightlosschallenge.com/spar

South Bay
San Jose
408.924.0500

East Bay
Los Gatos
408.358.3551

Blackhawk
925.736.0898

Danville
925.743.3919

Walnut Creek
925.933.9988

PINN,ACitl

P

How much better
could your life be?

Must visit a participating club from November 10-13 to receive the free 7 -week membership. Must be first time guest, and 18 years or older Cannot be combined with any other offers or discounts.
Call 1 -800-FITNESS for more information. 02005 Pinnacle Fitness.

